Electron tomography of structures in the wall of hazel pollen grains.
The three-dimensional structure of channels and bacula cavities in the wall of hazel pollen grains was investigated by automated electron tomography in order to explore their role in the release of allergen proteins from the pollen grains. 3D reconstructions of 100-150 nm thick resin-embedded sections, stabilized by thin platinum-carbon coating, revealed that the channels aimed directly towards the surface of the grain and that the bacula cavities were randomly sized and merged into larger ensembles. The number and the dimensions of the ensembles were quantitatively determined by neighboring voxel analysis on thresholded reconstructed volumes. To simulate the allergen release, allergen proteins were approximated by a hard sphere model of a diameter corresponding to the largest dimension of the known 3D structure of the major birch allergen, Bet v 1, whose amino acid sequence is highly similar to the amino acid sequence of the major hazel allergen, Cor a 1. The analysis of positions where the hard sphere fits into the resolved channels and bacula cavity structures revealed that unbound allergens could freely traverse through the channels and that the bacula cavities support the path of the allergens towards the surface of the grain.